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Cloud for Enterprise
Large and small enterprises can greatly benefit from the cloud to support your innovative and competitive
needs. RapidScale’s Cloud for Enterprise solution can help enterprises of all sizes maintain multiple business
units and remote offices while remaining productive, connected, and innovative at all times.

Cost Efficiency

Scalability

Mobility

Data Analysis

Enterprises inevitably
end up needing to
centralize or upgrade
their technology. The
switch to Cloud for
Enterprise not only
saves your IT team time
and stress, but also a
lot of money in this
situation.

Cloud for Enterprise
allows enterprises to
handle limitless
amounts of data,
quickly and efficiently.
You can easily meet the
needs and expectations
of clients, or changes in
demand during peak
periods.

When employees can
be as productive away
from the office as they
are in it, efficiency
increases substantially.
For enterprises with
multiple locations, this
ability is key, as it
keeps users collaborative and connected.

Cloud for Enterprise
allows businesses to
store huge amounts of
data, but it also
provides the ability to
sift through and analyze
it all. This creates a
competitive advantage
and the chance to gain
valuable intelligence.

Accessibility of Data
Many enterprises have employees spread across multiple offices in different locations. With the cloud, your
employees will be able to communicate and share files and applications anywhere, using any device. The cloud
makes employee integration a seamless process and provides a stable platform for everyone to access the
information they need to do their job, boosting efficiency across every company sector.
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Cloud for Enterprise can help your business expand. RapidScale lets you
easily scale the amount of storage you currently have in the cloud up or
down. You can add more computing resources and data storage to support
the growth of your business without having to pay for more than what you
need. The cloud ensures you will be able to meet the needs and expectations of your clients without experiencing crashing or unreliable servers.
The cloud takes away the need to constantly buy and configure new hardware and software, and automates the application purchasing process. With
these processes simplified through Cloud for Enterprise, you can focus on
building new business opportunities.
Implementing cloud computing doesn’t need to mean conducting a complete
overhaul. Enterprises can apply the technology where it works best for you,
maybe starting with small steps and picking up speed as you gain greater
confidence in the technology.

Cloud Security
RapidScale delivers nothing but the highest quality protection for your data and information. We have equipped
ourselves with the best-in-breed facilities to hold your sensitive information for safe, encrypted storage in our
SAS70, SSAE 16 Tier 3, Class 1 data centers. Every one of our data centers feature on-premises security
guards, key card protocols, biometric scanning protocols and around-the-clock interior and exterior surveillance
monitor access. Our facilities are engineered to the highest of standards in order to ensure your business is
running 24x7x365.

Cost Efficiency
One of the biggest advantages of the cloud is that it promotes greater optimization of IT resources and greatly
reduces capital expenses and operating costs. Instead of building for maximum capacity, you can purchase
cloud space with RapidScale’s pay-as-you-go model to meet your specific storage needs. With the cloud, you
will never pay more than necessary. RapidScale’s cloud gives you automatic updates as well as eliminates the
headache of hardware refresh.

CloudApps Integration
• Sage

• NetSuite

• Microsoft Outlook

• QuickBooks

• Microsoft Exchange

• Microsoft Dynamics
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